
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Claudia Pinto Colque was born 45 years ago in the community Quina Cahua 
Alta in the province Los Andes (Department of La Paz, Bolivia). Daughter of a 
single mother, and orphaned at age 16th; she escaped from their community 
towards the city of La Paz, where she met -by coincidence- his godfather who 
along with his wife received her during two years in their clandestine home the 
General Cemetery and made her part of their livelihood activity: undo and make 
funeral flower arrangements (for (re) sale and supply their needs). 

	  

COMART TUKUYPAJ, 18 YEARS OF COMMUNITY ART 
"THE HANDICRAFT WORK IS  MORE PRACTICAL THAN THEORY" 	  
	  



Claudia Pinto, maid and syndicalist 
Claudia decided to leave the flower business at the cemetery get bury in a world 
of employers and maids. In the actuality they aren’t call no more maids but 
home workers.  

Their employers, men and women were used to pull her hair, shouted and 
unpaid her because she didn’t know cooking, ironing, polishing; not even speak 
Spanish as their mother language is the Aymara, there was indeed a 
communication noise that spilled over into abuse. 

This young woman decided	  to endure mistreatment because this work allowed 
her to attend to a night school and some training workshops on weekends. 
Claudia along with other young women in similar conditions founded the 
Federation of home workers on 2003 since then, this Organization defends their 
rights and keeps the struggle until this social sector is considered into the 
Bolivian Work Law/Act.  

 

From the high fist to evocate the social fight to the 
artistic hand 
When Claudia got married and had their first child, she had some discrepancies 
with her colleagues about her new woman roles; they believed that if she was 
married, she couldn’t keep leading their group -as she had to attend her new 
family. So she decided to leave this organization.  

This quite disappointed her but she found in her husband a big support, he 
urged her to attend to a workshop about textile artists. Convinced by her life 
experience, Claudia founded CEPROMA an organization that started along with 
three other maids or homeworkers. With an initial capital of Bs. 200 (less than 
US$ 29 at this time) they rented a room and started to spin wool and then to 
weave. These products initially were not well received "we couldn’t sell not even 
one, we felt frustrated; our husbands were asking for the profits, so we had to 
sell out everything in an informal market of El Alto city". 

This experience didn´t stop her; she tried again with the help of her husband. 
This time not only executing her new role as a Provincial Executive Leader 
(representing the Province where she was born); but also shaping their 
organization: ComArt was coming to life.	  	  

	  

 



The "Community of Handicraft Producers for All" - ComArt (“Comunidad de 
Productores de Artesanía para todos” -as it is its name in Spanish) is an 
nonprofit organization founded in 1996 focused on sustainability, with 
independence and 
autonomy for artisans 
(women and men) that 
are organized and 
represented in this initiative. 
In the beginning it was 
oriented to the handicraft 
production based on looms 
and hand-woven (using 
alpaca and synthetic wool); 
according to Claudia, at that 
time, those products didn’t 
have the quality that 
characterizes them today. 

Claudia is the seventh President of ComArt (4 of them were men). Besides the 
30 organizations that conform this initiative, ComArt is working with allied 
organizations in other departments of Bolivia that harness the shop in the center 
of La Paz city to sell the blankets, scarves, gloves and chullos or lluch'u (typical 
hats from the Andean region); currently there is an innovation in the production 
of accessories and bed shoes that are made using filter derived from the sheep 
wool, which have wide acceptance in the market. While ComArt uses pure 
material (alpaca, llama, and sheep); the market and retail space in which they 
move is using lower quality process and so they are offering lower prices, this 
unfair competition is making them less visible to the lack of knowledge about 
what they are really offering and buyers. 

Spinning Cultures and lives 
ComArt Tukuypaj played a leading role in 
shaping the network of Economic 
Organizations of Handicraft Producers with 
Culture Identity (Red de Organizaciones 
Económicas de Productores Artesanos con 
Identidad Culural –OEPAIC for the Spanish 
acronym), because although ComArt was 
dedicated purely to the market access and 
research, needed a political arm that can 
also contribute with advocacy issues, 
providing support to enterprises. 



Today the Spinning Cultures binational project -known in Spanish as Hilando 
Culturas- is being implemented by Practical Action, the Italian NGO Progetto 
Mondo MLAL, and local partnerships as ETC Andes (Peru) and OEPAIC 
Network (Bolivia), with the financial support of the European Union, in order to 
increase the capabilities of textile artists for the development and to consolidate 
the value chain of textile art with cultural identity articulated to markets in the 
geographic corridors of Cusco-Puno and La Paz-Oruro.  

For Claudia, the community training needs, are focused on administrative 
(accounting), marketing and legal issues, "Hilando Culturas supports us in 
strengthening our textiles with cultural identity".  In addition to this, Claudia said 
that each organization is receiving training. However as ComArt points, they 
should further strengthen the traditional knowledge of these artists with modern 
knowledge that are born in the market game.  

For her, this project is improving because the implementers are working with the 
artisans who know the places where this artistic and productive value chain is 
taking action. Claudia also emphasizes the ability of ComArt to comply with this 
proposal because of the capacity and knowledge that this organization has 
been building during these 18 years of life. 
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Written and translated by: Mónica Cuba Iriarte 

 

 

 


